
Adventure Racing World Champs - Kiwi's could be in the lead? 

Thursday, 12 November 2009 

As the Adventure Racing World Championship rolls into it's third day in Portugal the lead 
teams have had less than a handful of hours sleep.  Up front Kiwi's in team Orion Health and 
Nike are still in contention for a win, but confusion reigns around points, bonus 

   

..and time splits in the absence of the leader board since stage 1 two days back.  

The leaders are passing through the mid stage of the 894km race, as they pass into stage 4 with sizable kayaking, trekking 
& mountain biking legs.  

Between news from Kiwi supporters at the race and back home, Lynne Oxenham (Orion Health) has compiled the following 
helpful round up.  

   

More updates have come in ... not unexpectedly with this type of racing there is a mixture of good and not so good news - 
with plenty of variation in between! 

British team Helly Hansen Prunesco are reported to have got all CPs and bonuses which currently puts them ahead of both 
Orionhealth.com and Nike (obviously not such good news for the Kiwi mass following). 

Helly Hansen Prunesco did miss the river kayak cut off and have had to do this 20km section on foot (good news) ... but, 
they can still get the CP located on this section on foot so will remain "ahead" on points (bad news) ... this extra effort may 
of course cost them later with missed cut offs or more difficulty in getting CPs (better news).  There is also a protest against 
Helly Hansen Prunesco, by another team for using an out of bound area, so we will see how that unfolds.  

Orionhealth.com are obviously still feeling pretty good and making good time, moving quicker through the Kayak section 
than Nike and sounding happy according to the support crews.  This is obviously good news - particularly the "happy" aspect 
as the team definitely races best when they're enjoying themselves and having a bit of fun.  :o)  

Cheers  

Lynne  

UPDATES FROM ANNIE ...  

   

End of Stage 3 MTB  

We're currently following Nga Rakau - each team's crew follows behind as 'safety' - on the stage 3 rollerblade leg.  

Not the team's strongest discipline ... a European team just flew past us on a downhill at crazy speeds. 

It sounds like Orionhealth.com (right) and Nike have 
both missed one bonus checkpoint out on course 
(although there is still some conflicting reporting 
around this).  This is kind of good news i.e. they are 
still "level pegging" on CPs assuming that the 
Prologue "points debacle" results in Nike being 
awarded the bonus they "missed".  In the river Nike's 
luck wasn't with them in the kayak, picking one with a 
hole, which slowed their progress.  
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When we left the last CP, Orion still had a couple of checkpoints to get on that MTB. They had flown through the previous 
kayak leg, beating the support crew to the end of the leg (not the support crew's fault - Karyn and Roy are doing a brilliant 
job ! - the assistants were required to wait 1.5 hours before leaving the previous CP, organisers had obviously 
underestimated the paddled capabilities of some teams).  

So at the end of that kayak, Orion were around half an hour ahead of Nike, although we're not sure at this stage whether 
both have all checkpoints - there was a rumour around that Orion might have skipped one CP, although if that's the case I 
would think it's a 'bonus' CP not a 'regular' CP. Nike have apparently lodged a protest re the bonus CP they weren't given on 
Leg 1, no surprise there as it was a ridiculous rule.  

Stage 3 Rollerblade  

Driving back from the rollerblade 'escort', we came across Orion. In good roller-blading form. They were chirpy and smiling, 
looking really good. We kept driving and Nike were about 3km further back down the road. 
 
Orion have skipped one 'bonus' CP only so far. Not sure about Nike - will try to find out this afternoon - but they are 
currently without the first 'bonus' CP from leg 1 (because of the 100 points issue). 
 
As far as I know, Orion and Nike were the only two of the leading teams to make the kayak darkzone yesterday.  
 
6 teams had pulled out as at yesterday morning. And shortly after Team 'Explore Sweden' - who were picking themselves to 
win - pulled out after one of the team members needed medical assistance.  

   

UPDATE FROM KARYN ...  

   

We have just moved on from following Orion on the rollerblades. They are looking one of the more smoother teams we have 
seen - no spills on camera anyway!  

   

They confirmed they chose not to do one of the optional bonus checkpoints from stage 2. Nike so far have gotten them all 
as  
the computers are still down I am not sure how the leader board is looking only that some of the teams moving quickly 
through the course and doing the compulsories and close bonuses may also be a threat.   

   

Til then.  

   

K  

Nga Rakau (right) got to the end of the 100km MTB 
leg at around 4:40am. They got all but one of the 
checkpoints on that leg, and apparently Neil nailed 
some tricky nav. They then slept for an hour and a 
half in the scrub near the checkpoint. They all woke 
up looking pretty refreshed, just have to endure this 
20km of rollerblading before a big day of kayaking. So 
they should beat the 9pm first cutoff tonight okay.
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